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Fisher, Harris, Gillespie to Lead WSGA, WAA, YW

Joan Fisher was honored with the highest women's office on the Ursinus College Y.W.C.A. Student Council and was elected freshman representative to the Student Council.

Margy Dawkins is representative of the Ursinus College W.S.G.A. and plays varsity hockey, basketball, and volleyball, as well as engaging in physical education. Convinced that women should try all sports and be freshened up their minds, she even nan's and hockey and was freshened up her mind. She plans to take sports.

The W.S.G.A and W.A. officers will be installed at the respective banquets in the Y.W. and Y.W.C.A.

Dr. Schoonover Speaks: Morale Ideas, Culture

Last Wednesday night a small group of Ursinus students were en- gaged in discussion as to what the basic tenets of Morale thought. The oc­ casion was the presentation of Dr. Kemeth Schoonover, a well-known professor of English, and former Director of the Y.W.C.A., who discussed the idea of Morale, the language of literature, and poetry. Dr. Schoonover's presentation was on a salutary leave from his work with the Committee for the Study of the American University and Morale thought and the development within our thoughtings throughout the centuries.

From his work he has explained that there are three central themes existing in Morale thought which are: uncompromising truth and the discipline of Morale thought to come; and analogy or im­agination and Morale thought to come; and analogy or imagination and Morale thought to come. The Oriental and African culture expanded it came into the American thought, which is Christian and ancient Greek philosophy. These central themes of Morale thought are: the Central and three central themes of Morale thought. At first these foreign philo­sophies were mixed with the one internal interest due to the great influence of the Oriental and African thought, and are more complex, more modern, and more in line with the modern thought to meet the traditional themes of Morale thought.

Beemer, German, Pasfield, McLaIn U. Bridge Champs

Morgan Beemer, Dave McLaugh­lin, and T. G. Pasfield Jr., are the 1954 campus Bridge Champions for Ursinus College. The titles were conferred by Louis D. Day Jr., director of the National Intercollegiate Bridge Competition and executive secretary representing Purdun University and the American Bridge Congress, the national championship.

The University of Wisconsin and University of Oklahoma are the five teams who played in the tournament and place in the 1954 tournament, which were taken by the University of Wisconsin and the University of Oklahoma in the tournament.

Previous national winners of the National Intercollegiate Bridge Competition were the University of Pennsylvania in 1953 and the University of Wisconsin in 1950.

Y Retreat Begins This Week-End

God or Gods on Our Campus? is the theme at the annual Spring YM-YWCAs Retreat this week-end, April 30, May 1-2, at Camp Fry. The Student Council and the G.S.A. will be present, too. The candidate must have it signed by 15 percent of the class in which the candidate is a member and wishes to be a member. The candidate must be his own. The senior class has chosen 33 seniors and sophomore classes three Thursday night for its next meeting.

The Sunday morning worship service will be held at the Bart Leach junior pre-school student at Ursinus College, who was the people to attend the retreat. Can you prove a boy for transportation please inform Mr. Fisher in Dey or His Special in 742.

PRE-MED SOCIETY SPONSORS ADOPT HOSPITAL

Dr. George Nicholaid in otolaryngology and a graduate of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. The candidate must sign this petition. The college and the Pennsylvania Board of Education will hold their final meeting on April 30, May 1-2, at Camp Fry. The Student Council and the G.S.A. will be present, too. The candidate must be a favorite time. That's the date and is the theme for the annual Spring 1954-55.

Theta Delta Chi Fraternity 1954-55 are: moderator, Jack Gruber, Bart Byers, Phillip Johnson, Larry Haines, and Mark prod. The central component of the signature was announced by the M. A. and is captain of the Penn basketball team. The person who wishes to be on a sabotical leave from the Joint Student Council, the University of Pennsylvania on the First of May and 1st, and the following Monday, April 26. 

Mr. Bertin has written a book on "Perspective in the Human Nervous System." The address had for the installation and conduct the retreat. If you can pro­vide an enjoyable evening for all.

H. Smith Elected "55 Lantern Editor

Last week in a secret meeting of the Lantern Board, H. Smith was elected editor for next year's "55 Lantern. The slate was chosen by Tau Sigma Gamma, and is recommended by Mr. Bertin for the position. The candidate must have it signed by 15 percent of the class in which the candidate is a member and wishes to be a member. The candidate must be his own. The senior class has chosen 33 seniors and sophomore classes three Thursday night for its next meeting.

The Sunday morning worship service will be held at the Bart Leach junior pre-school student at Ursinus College, who was the people to attend the retreat. Can you prove a boy for transportation please inform Mr. Fisher in Dey or His Special in 742.
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**Editors Note:**

Now that the days are rapidly diminishing to that fateful day in May, final exams will soon take over. We are准备 to begin to talk about them, notes are being organized for them, and procrastinators are trying to cover up the dots with them.

If any professor would resort to the page-a-minute program, things would not be as bad. If two wouldences, circumstances would enable all to handle infinitely more. But when all do it—

...no two students at once.

---

**Thinking Out Loud**

by Bob Armstrong '94

**CAMPUS POLL RESULTS**

The following is a campus public opinion poll on questions which all pertain to the College. Questionnaires were given to 150 students, which is about one-fourth of the total. A majority of the people taking the poll were here a very favorable sampling for such a poll. The sample included freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate students. Each question was to be answered by a yes or no. There was no question that was to be asked.

---

**Meistersinger's “Music For You”**

Fine Presentation, Well Received

An enthusiastic and appreciative audience heard the Meistersinger under the direction of Dr. William F. Phillip present their second annual concert Music for You last Thursday night in the Y-Gym. The program proved to be one of the most worthwhile entertainment presented to Ursinus audiences by any organization during the past year. It contained a wide variety of selections, carefully prepared and presented with taste and imagination. The overall effect was excellent.

Among the selections presented were the Battle Rhymin of the Rebul by William Beistle, “The Band Played on Fantasia,” by Milton Vaughan, and Rogers and Harttene, “Benny a Boom” arranged by Douglas Maclean and the “Creation” by Wally Bicth. The artistic level of the whole program was more than adequate but the Meistersingers did a particularly good job on the last half of the program. The audience seemed to enjoy the pastoral comedy numbers and the closing selection, “The Creation” which Lightwells, well handled throughout the entire concert.

---

**“Iso this baha says — with you it’s different”**

You’ve got talent, courage, imagination, savoir-faire . . .
A Prophet Says...

By Alfred L. Cressner, College Chaplain

When Dr. Miller and I were classmates here at Ursinus College there was a strange fellow on campus who received a great deal of hatred from other students. One day when undergoing an ordeal of academic infants, he broke his cheekbone and returned to class the next day with a plate of steel over it. The following is a response to this incident.

Dr. Miller and I were doubled over with some academic infants. Dr. Miller was so overcome by the pain of indignation at this, that he turned away and left the room. He returned, however, after a short time, and said: "I am just as happy as ever. I have just remembered that I called the class in the name of God."

This is a letter to the class in the name of God.

I... ...t... ...t... 

The Collegeville- Trappe Story...

Famous People from Collegeville-Trappe

by Louise White

The Collegeville- Trappe story is a series of articles on the lives of famous people who have lived or worked in the area.

How the stars got started...

Dick Powell says: "At Little Rock College, Ark., I began singing with a church group. It was followed by some orchestra work all over the Mid-West — and finally to Hollywood. In my earlier days of singing and dancing I was a 'crooner. I finally won a 'tough guy' role — and really got going!"

Start smoking Camels yourself!

Smoke only Camels for 30 days — see for yourself why Camels' friendly flavor and mildness have always agreed with you. Camels lead...
ZX Edges APE Tracksters in 50-47 4-Event Rally

In true Horatio Alger style the Bear Tracksters put in a great performance to win the last four events and capture the title. The meet was held on Tuesday at a track meet 50-47 over runner-up Alpha Phi Relays. Sigma Nu came in a distant third with 24 points and Lambda Lambda finished up fifth with 13 points. One record was broken when George Ansell of APE shot the 440 yard dash in 9.09 seconds to better the old mark of 9.25 set by Smith Two.

Zeta Chi showed exceptional strength in the field events, as Phil Smith used the high jump with a 5' 1/3-inch leap and the broad jump with a 19' 1/2-inch leap. The Zetans pulled away with a clinching sprint relay 440 yard dash victory in 50.58 as Sanford Brown was second and third respectively.

The Bears put a wide margin between APE and ZX, with both the frosh and seniors grabbing occasional seconds and thirds. APE jumped to a lead over the Zetans with 39 points scored by an opponent in the College Gym. The 94 points tallied by Haverford in the 54-45 Ursinus victory over time February 27, 1954, was the greatest number of points scored by an opponent in the official decision.

Bears Set Records, Win Disputed Game

Two new basketball records were set this year, according to Bill Bickford, Secretary to Athletic Recreation. The record of 113-54 Basketball Relays, set by APE, was the highest number of points ever scored by a Ursinus team in the college gym. The 94 points tallied by Haverford in the 54-45 Ursinus victory over time February 27, 1954, was the greatest number of points scored by an opponent in the official decision.

Slotter’s 5-Hit Shut-Out Stalls Ford Stickmen 7-0

COLLEGEVILLE, PA., Apr. 13 — Slotter’s two-run double and a three-run triple in the seventh inning powered the Bear win. Slotter, who played all eight games, scored and drove in the first 5-0 hit against Ursinus was hit when he hit and two bases and a double. First base was scored on a single. Slotter then scored two runs for the Bear win. Slotter, who played all eight games, scored and drove in the first 5-0 hit against Ursinus was hit when he hit and two bases and a double. First base was scored on a single. Slotter then scored two runs for the Bear win.

The Bear bats were inserted until the fifth but after they did get two singles in the third and loaded the bases on an error and two walks in the fourth. Fifth inning singles by Slider and Anderson got it back in one run and Donaldson home run scored the second. Ursinus scored their final run in the seventh. Paul Neubert walked and Eilers slugged a three run double into left field. Anderson popped to third and Phillips was left at the plate. Haverford led 5-0 in the seventh inning when Haverford came to the plate with the bases loaded. Eilers then knocked in the first run on a single. Slotter then secured the win.

Bears’ new record was set this year, according to Bill Bickford, Secretary to Athletic Recreation. The record of 113-54 Basketball Relays, set by APE, was the highest number of points ever scored by a Ursinus team in the college gym. The 94 points tallied by Haverford in the 54-45 Ursinus victory over time February 27, 1954, was the greatest number of points scored by an opponent in the official decision.

The Bear bats were inserted until the fifth but after they did get two singles in the third and loaded the bases on an error and two walks in the fourth. Fifth inning singles by Slider and Anderson got it back in one run and Donaldson home run scored the second. Ursinus scored their final run in the seventh. Paul Neubert walked and Eilers slugged a three run double into left field. Anderson popped to third and Phillips was left at the plate. Haverford led 5-0 in the seventh inning when Haverford came to the plate with the bases loaded. Eilers then knocked in the first run on a single. Slotter then secured the win.
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Ehlers, Carter Shine on Mound, Beat E-town, F-M

Pharmacy 20-0; win in eight starts. The Bruins Carter pitched the first 3 1/3 in eight singles and a walk to score third. tel's when Gene Harris threw wild to and a single by John Anderson Carter l'ecelved credIt for the Lapp, c .................... 3 1

Art Ehlers drove the first of his two Art Ehlers double, Gene Harris

runs in the seventh on Harris' test a strike-throw from center-

burners dropped a relatively close run by this college in many-a-

burner's match, Charles Tom Clay was to set the pattern

cancellation of the final doubles match because of darkness.

Tom Clay had to set the pattern

Softball League

the cozy atmosphere of .

Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of .

LAKESIDE INN
LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Banquets  -  Private Parties  -  Social Functions
Limited Catering Service
ROUTE 422 - BERBIC
SUPPLY STORE
"Cross roads of the campus"

MEET AND EAT AT THE COLLEGE DINER
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never Closed
I. E. C. (Continued from page 1)  
A trade agreement which was silly momentarily amended and supported by France, the United Kingdom and the United States, along with several other nations. This resolution was passed along with two others, and of the three items on the agenda the Trade Question was chosen to be put on the floor and debated in the General Assembly Meeting Sunday morning.

The delegation returned with a better understanding of the working of the U.N. (its procedural rules, etc.) and an awakened interest in international relations. Not the least important, the delegation put a taste of a different culture. The Alfred fraternities and sororities are hardy creatures, elected to the position of "joiner" and "soror" and who came to their party on April era! Mr. Bertin also has a military record to his credit and is a commissioned officer in the United States Reserve Corps. Among Mr. Bertin's hobbies are model car and radio comedians, movies-he considers himself a regular Dr. Schoonover concluded by saying that modern Islamic thought is presently dominated by a traditionalism which expects authoritarianism and pre-destination. In general, he added, most of the modern movements have been reactionary and aimed at the elimination of the so-called vices of western civilization.

FRATERNITIES (Continued from page 1)  
Churches. In the year 1931 alone, he spoke at 268 meetings, traveled 56,000 miles by car and visited in towns and cities. Mr. Bertin considers himself a champion "joiner" belonging to more than 35 organizations and acting as editor in several. Mr. Bertin also has a military record to his credit and is a commissioned officer in the United States Reserve Corps. Among Mr. Bertin's hobbies are model car and radio comedians, movies-he considers himself a regular Dr. Schoonover concluded by saying that modern Islamic thought is presently dominated by a traditionalism which expects authoritarianism and pre-destination. In general, he added, most of the modern movements have been reactionary and aimed at the elimination of the so-called vices of western civilization.

EUGENE BERTIN (Continued from page 1)  

FRATERNITIES (Continued from page 1)  
Churches. In the year 1931 alone, he spoke at 268 meetings, traveled 56,000 miles by car and visited in towns and cities. Mr. Bertin considers himself a champion "joiner" belonging to more than 35 organizations and acting as editor in several. Mr. Bertin also has a military record to his credit and is a commissioned officer in the United States Reserve Corps. Among Mr. Bertin's hobbies are model car and radio comedians, movies-he considers himself a regular Dr. Schoonover concluded by saying that modern Islamic thought is presently dominated by a traditionalism which expects authoritarianism and pre-destination. In general, he added, most of the modern movements have been reactionary and aimed at the elimination of the so-called vices of western civilization.